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Past tense vs present perfect worksheet pdf

Next › Cram Up › Grammar › Simple past, perfect present See also explanations on the simple past and present perfectly simple use in British English, the use of simple past and present Perfect is quite strict. As soon as an expression of time in the past is given, you will need to use the simple past. If there are no signal words, you need
to decide whether we are only talking about an action in the past or whether its consequence is now important. Note that the following explanations and exercises relate only to British English. In American English, you can normally use Simple Past instead of Perfect Present. However, we cannot accept this in our exercises, as this would
lead to confusion among those who need to learn the differences. Certain time in the past or just/already/yet? Do you want to express that an action happened at some point in the past (even if it was only a few seconds ago) or that an action has just/already/hasn't happened yet? A certain event in the past or how often so far? Do you
want to express when a particular action has taken place or whether/how often an action has happened so far? Focus on action or result? You just want to express what happened in the past? Or do you want to highlight the result (the consequence of a previous action at present)? Signal words exercises on simple past and present
simple tests on simple past and present Perfect Simple Choose simple past or perfect present. Click here to review how to make the past simple. Click here to review how to make the present perfect. Click here to return to the list of English grammar exercises. Download this exercise in FORMAT PDF. Do you need more practice? Get
more perfect English grammar with our courses. Home &gt; Grammar and English Vocabulary Exercises &gt; Intermediate Exercises (1) &gt; English Grammar Exercise, for Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate Level In this exercise you will practice using simple and perfect past times. Exercise instructions Use the words in parentheses to
put each of the following in the simple past or present perfectly: negative positive question I/you/he/she/she/we/theyarrived. I/you/he/she/she/we/they haven't arrived. DidI/you/he/she/she/we/eiarrive? I/you/we/they're gone. I/you/us/they haven't left. Am/you/new/eigone? he/she/she has gone. he/she/she didn't leave. Does he/she/itgone? I
was working in London. I worked in London. In positive sentences, do not use a helpful verb, was or what he did. Did he work in London? Did he work in London? The helpful verb he made is used in the past simple questions. Did he work in London? Did he work in London? The helpful verb he made is used in the past simple questions.
He wrote a Did he write a letter? The main verb is used in infinitive form in questions and negatives. He didn't write a letter. He didn't write a letter. The main verb is used in infinitive form in questions and negatives. He wrote a letter. He wrote a letter. Some are irregular. Not all verbs end in -ed in the simple form of the past. I've been
working every day this week. I've been working every day this week. We use the present perfectly (worked) when we talk about an unfinished period of time (this week, this year, etc.). Steven wrote a new book. Steven wrote a new book. We use the past participle of the verb - writing is past participation, writing is simple past. Have you
seen him before? Have you seen him before? The helpful verb is currently used perfectly and is reversed with the person (you get it yourself). I've never seen him before. I've never seen him before. The help verb have is currently used perfectly - to make the negative we simply do not add (n't). I've been here since last week. I've been
here since last week. The perfect present is used to show an action that continues to the present (an unfinished action). I've known him for five years. I've known him for five years. Verbs such as know, want, like, etc. (called standing verbs) suggest permanent states, not actions, so they are used in simple form, NOT in -ing form. •Simple
past, simple past vs. perfect present, perfect present This is a worksheet to review the use of these two times: simple past and perfect present. There are six different tasks. Positive sentences, negative sentences and questions. Last exercise ... 1 7002 ElemPre-Intint •Simple Past vs. Perfect Present, Verb, Home Themes This worksheet
allows students to review the perfect use of this for an unspecified time in the past and contrasts with the simple past use for a certain point in the past. In this exe ... 1 15,560 Pre-Int david martinez •Gramatics » Verb Tense Worksheets » Simple Past vs. Perfect Present Use this worksheet to practice a little with your students when to use
simple past or present perfectly. The video is available on YouTube. There are some tasks to activate knowledge and to e... 1 13,186 Pre-Int BusyTeacher Contributor Board game with vocabulary related to travel, including questions using the present simple, simple past, and perfect present present. This can be used with multi-cultural
students or students who are familiar wi... 1 25,138 Pre-IntInt Fontanelli •Simple Past, Simple Past vs. Perfect Present, Perfect Present This is a simple crossword designed for elementary/pre-intermediate/intermediate students. It was designed to help students learn the differences between the simple past and the perfect present, ... 18
67,955 ElemPre-IntInt Bethania •Correcting Mistakes, Simple Past vs. Perfect Present After listening to Castle on the Hill, students must complete song-related activities. Activities include filling in blanks with the correct words and verb times, as well as ... 6 22,758 Int Agnieszka •Gramatics » Sheets Verb Tense » Simple Past vs. Perfect
Present Present perfect vs. Past Simple Exercises with Key. It can be used as an exercise during the lesson or as homework. Verify that a student can use have and the third form of ire ... 21 59,284 Pre-IntIntAdvExam •Past Simple vs. Perfect Present, Perfect Present This PDF includes some speech cards for practicing the perfect
present time. Put students in pairs or small groups and ask them to work together and share their experiences. It is designed ... 13 44.105 Pre-Int Marina •Simple Past, Simple Past vs. Perfect Present, Perfect Present This worksheet is focused on the differences between the simple past and the perfectly simple present. There are fill gaps
and correct the exercises mistakes. Students discover the differences between ... 20 53,327 Pre-IntInt •Simple Past vs. Perfect Present, Perfect Present This worksheet provides a more in-depth practice in the difference between the perfect present and the simple past. It is best to pre-teach grammar before doing this worksheet and my
slide show for... 11 62,138 IntAdv •Past Simple vs. Present Perfect, Present Perfect This slide show will be used as a class contest. Students can get up to 3 wrong answers to win a prize. Students should read the requests and decide whether they should respond using simple p... 6 13,943 IntAdv аленнка My point is grammar. I love
creating different grammatical tasks. This time I decided to come up with something special to check my students' grammar. There are 45 sentences, some... 14 29,686 IntAdv Janaina Florentino This is a worksheet where you can practice the use of the present simple and present perfect times using beyonce song called I was here. This
task will take at least 1 hour to complete. ... 11 34,300 IntAdvExam ibtisam This is a worksheet to practice story times: simple past, perfect past and continuous past. Fits the intermediate level. It includes two tasks. The first task includes 5 sentences to be complete ... 7 34,599 Pre-IntInt •Simple Past vs. Perfect Present, ESL Songs For
Teaching English This workesheet aims to practice the perfect present. There is a brief reading about the origin of the band. Students should listen to the song and circle the form of the correct verb - simple ... 16 42,943 ElemPre-IntIntAdov A perfect worksheet to use if you haven't seen your students in a while. Use the questions as a
conversation guide. Feedback can be given when needed. It could also be used as a know every... 18 25.032 Pre-IntIntAdv •Past Simple vs. Present Perfect, Present Perfect This is a review game for the present perfect time, both in its form and in comparison to the simple past. You should review these times briefly before you start, as
well as time tags with both... 20 54,152 Pre-IntInt This power-point presentation is useful to teach perfect present vs. simple and also perfectly present with and for then and make questions with how long. It is suitable for pre-intermediate ... 25 24,063 Pre-Int Sarah These two worksheets review mixed times past and future using two
stories. Both present examples at the top of each to help figure out in what case, each tense should be used ... 12 28,656 IntAdv BusyMag •Gramatics » Verb Tense Worksheets » Simple Past vs. Perfect Present It is an activity that practices the use of the present perfectly and the simple past in the form of dialogue. Students begin with
an example of dialogue. It has to match the questions and answers. Then t... 8 23.490 Int Benjamin Chapman Students will rewrite each sentence using a different verb. A past, present and future worksheet. Research tells us that studying verb times is a great way to learn the fundamentals... 10 15,931 ElemPre-Int BusyTeacher
Contributor This song by Lumineers is the one I like to use as an introduction to working with mixed times present and past (simple, present and continuous). There are also some working vocabulary include... 9 14.642 Pre-IntInt Pre-IntInt
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